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Pulsor 4, Analogue 
Addressable Fire Alarm Panel
 

The Pulsor 4, is the new 4 loop analogue
addressable fire alarm control panel from Eurotech
Fire Systems. It is available in 1, 2, 3 or 4 loop
versions.

The Pulsor 4 includes more advanced cause & effect
programming, and also includes a larger LCD display
(increased to 4 x 40 characters).(increased to 4 x 40 characters).

Custom PC software will allow programming data to
be transferred to the control panel.

The Pulsor 4 is compatible with all current 
Pulsor analouge addressable field devices,
which includes:-

Pulsor Analouge Addressable Optical Smoke Detector

Pulsor Analouge Addressable Opto-Heat Detector 

Pulsor Analouge Addressable Rate of Rise Detector



Pulsor 4 Addressable 
Repeater Panel

EUR-REP-PLR



Pulsor PLR8 Combined 
Extingushing Fire Alarm Panel 

The PLR8 is the latest modern designed
extinguishing panel from Eurotech fire Systems,
fully complying with EN54 parts 2 & 4, and EN
12094 part 1.

Featuring a blue 4 x 20 LCD display with a list of
extra features such as memory log of fire, fault
and system events, adjustable flood times and and system events, adjustable flood times and 
countdown ofextinguishing sequence.

The panel is assembled in a very modernised 
enclosure and construction for ease of 
termination.

PLR-OER (37-097)
The PLR-OER output expansion relay board
can be mounted inside the PLR8 to provide
voltage-free changeover relay contacts for 
reset, mode, discharged, abort and
additional 1st stage, 2nd stage output and
extract fan output. One unit can be used.

PLR-RSI is a remote status indicator
connected to the PLR8 panel via RS485 
output providing the following: auto/manual
mode selection, manual release, first/
second stage alarm, gas discharged and abort.

EX-RSI (37-098)

PEX8 Panel



Pulsor PLR8 Combined 
Extingushing Fire Alarm Panel 

PLR8

PEX8 Panel



Pulsor Analouge Addressable
Optical Smoke Detector

Model FEAOE-PLR

The FEAOE-PLR is an analogue addressable 
Optical smoke detector that works to the 
Pulsor Addressable protocol, compatible with
Pulsor alarm system control panels only.

The optical chamber consists of a removable 
plastic mesh, an IR LED & an IR receiver. 
These are arranged such that inThese are arranged such that in
normal conditions (clean air), no IR from the 
LED will reach the IR receiver.

Every second, the IR LED emits a burst of 
collimated infra red light. If there is any smoke
in the chamber, it will scatter the IR, allowing it 
to reach the receiver. The amount of IR
reaching the receiver is converted to anreaching the receiver is converted to an
analogue smoke value, and sent digitally back 
to the fire alarm control panel as part of the 
detectors communication protocol. 

The detector is supplied with a locking screw to 
prevent removal of the head by unauthorised 
personnel. The detector will return an analogue 
value of 55 counts with a smoke obscuration value of 55 counts with a smoke obscuration 
level of 2.4% obscuration per metre. 

The  Pulsor optical smoke detector is particularly 
suitable for detecting optically dense smoke, 
involving materials such as soft furnishings, 
PVC, plastic, foam, and similar materials which 
produce large visible small particles
0.5mm to 10 mm).0.5mm to 10 mm).



Pulsor Analouge Addressable 
Heat Detector, High Tempreature
Detector

Model FEAHE-PLR FEAHHE-PLR

The FEAHE-PLR is an analogue addressable Heat
detector that works to the Pulsor Addressable
protocol.

The FEAHHE-PLR is an analogue addressable high
temperature heat detector.

The measuring circuit is based on a single precision
thermistothermistor, whose characteristics change according
to temperature in a defined manner.

This change in characteristics is converted to an
analogue value, and sent digitally back to the fire
alarm control panel.

On the FEAHE-PLR, the analogue reading is the
temperature in Centigrade (°C), so an analogue value
of 55 will be returned at 55°C.of 55 will be returned at 55°C.

On the FEAHHE-PLR, the analogue reading changes 
by one count when the temperature rises by 2.17 °C, 
so the detector will return a value of 55 at 90 °C.

The detectors can be supplied with a 
locking  screw to prevent removal of the
head by unauthorised personnel.

The Pulsor Heat Detector is particularly 
suitable for rooms where smoke detectors 
cannot be used due to a high level of smoke
or steam, such as kitchens.or steam, such as kitchens.

The Pulsor High Temperature Heat Detector
is particularly suitable for environments with
high ambient temperatures, such as boiler
rooms & laundry drying rooms.

Visual Apperance is identical 
until the detector head is removed.



Pulsor Addressable 
Manual Call Points

Model PLR-MCP3-AD PLR-MCP3/WP/AD

PLR-MCP3/WP/AD

PLR-MCP3-AD

The PLR-MCP3-AD and PLR-MCP3/WP/AD 
addressable call points are unique in that they
mimic the feel of breaking glass whilst offering 
the user the benefits and environmental
advantages of a re-settable operating element.

Addressing these call points is via an 8 way dip
switch on the back of the call point. switch on the back of the call point. 

A special Polycarbonate cover (          ) is available
for extra protection against accidental activation
and thus allowing the unit to operate as a double
action call point. This must be ordered seperately.



Model ZIOU-PLR ZIOU/230-PLR

Pulsor Addressable 
Input Output Units

The Pulsor addressable input output units 
(ZIOU-PLR & ZIOU/230-PLR) are used to interface 
external equipment to any Pulsor addressable
fire alarm system.

It has a switch monitoring input with a 47K end 
of line resistor and a volt free SELV relay output.
There are two versions available, one for There are two versions available, one for 
switching low voltage (ZIOU-PLR) and the other for 
switching mains (ZIOU/230-PLR).

As with all addressable interfaces, the outputs are
controlled by the panel to which they are 
connected. Consequently the interfaces will behave
differently on different panels, i.e. some may allow 
the outputs to be programmed whilst others willthe outputs to be programmed whilst others will
have a default “preprogrammed” operation.

The unit has a built in loop short circuit isolator 
to help keep the unit operational in the event of
a problem on the addressable loop wiring.

It has 3 indication LEDs on the front of the unit.
One for alarm, one for local fault and one for
addressable loop fault (isolator active).



The Pulsor addressable input unit (ZIU-PLR) is 
used to interface external equipment which has 
a volt free normally open relay output to any
Pulsor addressable fire alarm system. The input
is monitored with a 47K end of line resistor.
The unit has a built in loop short circuit isolator 
to help keep the unit operational in the event of to help keep the unit operational in the event of 
a problem on the addressable loop wiring.
The unit has internal LED indications for loop 
isolator active, fault on input and alarm 
(panel controlled).
During the system set-up, the led can be removed
from this box to allow these LEDs to be viewed.

Pulsor Addressable 
Switch Input Unit 

Model ZIU-PLR



Pulsor Maxitone Addressable
Sounder Red & White

PLR-ZAMT/R PLR-ZAMT/W

The Pulsor Maxitone addressable sounder
is a large horn sounder suitable for many a
pplications. It can be used on any panel 
using the Pulsor Addressable Protocol. 

It is available as a sounder only in red or
white, or as a combined sounder flasher in 
transparent red. It is suitable for indoor & transparent red. It is suitable for indoor & 
outdoor use.

It has a large back-box with knockout 
cable entries, which has plenty of room for 
fitting the cables.

It has an internal 8 way dip switch for setting 
the device address, and a sound output of 
94 dB94 dBA @ 1m.

Both units have a built in short circuit isolator
to provide system integrity in the event of
cable damage.



Pulsor Maxitone Addressable
Sounder Flasher Red

PLR-ZAMTF/R

The Pulsor Maxitone addressable sounder
is a large horn sounder suitable for many a
pplications. It can be used on any panel 
using the Pulsor Addressable Protocol. 

It is available as a sounder only in red or
white, or as a combined sounder flasher in 
transparent red. It is suitable for indoor & transparent red. It is suitable for indoor & 
outdoor use.

It has a large back-box with knockout 
cable entries, which has plenty of room for 
fitting the cables.

It has an internal 8 way dip switch for setting 
the device address, and a sound output of 
94 dB94 dBA @ 1m.

Both units have a built in short circuit isolator
to provide system integrity in the event of
cable damage.



Pulsor Securetone Addressable
Sounder Red & White

Model PLR-ZAST/R PLR-ZAST/W

The Securetone addressable sounder has a
low profile design which makes it ideal for
locations where sounders are required to be
unobtrusive. It is designed to work with the
complete range of Pulsor addressable control
panels.

The sounder is supplied configured to itThe sounder is supplied configured to it’s
maximum volume. However there is a 
potentiometer which may be used to adjust 
the sound level if required.

An 8 way DIL switch is used to set the address,
where switch 8 is the shadow operative switch.
When in the position ON, the sounder will 
behave normallbehave normally. When in the OFF position, 
the sounder will listen to commands without 
answering to the panel. This allows multiple
sounders to be configured at the same address
to allow for synchronised sounder operation.
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